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The SensiGuard® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles

EMEA

relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
19 June 2020.
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—where they were being stored by a medical supplies company
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Italy
17 June 2020: With the “Speed Team” operation,
the carabinieri of the provincial command of Siena
caught a criminal cargo theft group made up of
nine people. Assisted by the Sofia police, the
Sienese military carried out nine arrest warrants
for association for crimes accusations of forty
thefts. In total, there are sixteen suspects in the context of
an investigation of the gang that had struck numerous hits in
industrial warehouses in central and northern Italy and on the
Adriatic coast.
Read more: Secolo d’Italia (Italy)
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United Kingdom

South Africa

18 June 2020: Two burglars were caught on

18 June 2020: The South African Police Service

camera stealing £50,000 of saffron. The duo

are sending out a stern warning to community

forced their way into a unit in Ilford, East

members that looting at Cash-in-Transit crime

London to steal the spice. The 10kg box was

scenes is also a crime. CIT heist crime scenes can

worth ‘more than gold in weight’ and was the only item stolen.

often be very dangerous, particularly when explosives are used

Metropolitan Police are on the hunt for the two suspects.

in such robberies. “It is for this reason that we warn members

Read more: Daily Mail (U.K.)

of the community that in some instances, it is possible that not
all explosives were detonated at the time when the robbery was

16 June 2020: Police officers and colleagues
from the ambulance service dealt with an
incident in the Ridge Green area of Swindon.
They were called following a report of an
armed robbery in Rivermead Industrial Estate, Westlea. A man,
who was armed with what was believed to be a handgun, had

committed. Furthermore, when a robbery is committed, the area
now becomes a crime scene and those looting at such crime
scenes often contaminate the scene which will constitute a
crime of theft as well as defeating the ends of justice,” the SAPS
added.
Read more: Phoenix Sun (South Africa)

stolen a truck. This vehicle was intercepted by armed police in
the Ridge Green area and subsequently a police firearm was

16 June 2020: A Cash-in-Transit van was attacked

discharged. A man in his 50s suffered a leg wound and was

by a group of robbers travelling in an unidentified

airlifted to a hospital for treatment. His injuries are not believed

red car. They ordered the security guards out of the

to be life-threatening.

car, before bombing it and stealing an undisclosed

Read more: Wiltshire Police (U.K.)

amount of money. A group of onlookers then looted the scene,
scrambling to get their share of the money notes left on the
ground.
Read more: News 24 (South Africa)

The Netherlands
18 June 2020: A shipment of tin stolen along the
A67 near Geldrop has been found. The stolen
cargo of 2,000 kg was found in a van that was
located on the Sluisweg in Erp. According to the

Germany
13 June 2020: Unknown curtain slashers

police, the theft must have been the work of a group. Police

hit Robert-Bosch-Strasse in Jüchen. The

consider the A67 between Eindhoven and Venlo and the A73

perpetrators tampered with the freight of a semi-

between Venlo and Nijmegen ‘hotspots for cargo thieves’.
Read more: Omroep Brabant (The Netherlands)

trailer and stole an unknown amount of boxes
with adhesive products.
Read more: PressePortal (Germany)

13 June 2020: A 26-year-old man was caught
red-handed by the police when he unloaded a semi-

12 June 2020: The Verden district court has

trailer from a truck at the service area De Slenk along

sentenced four men to prison terms of up

the A50 near Arnhem. The perpetrator and his

to three years and one month for theft. The

henchman were arrested; a third man managed to

defendants had confessed to having slashed the

escape. Overnight, police officers saw three men with boxes of

tarpaulins of trucks in several parking lots on Highway 7 in order

Electronics walking away from a trailer truck and putting these

to look for goods that could be sold.

boxes in their vehicle. When the police addressed the men, two

Read more: Studio 040 (The Netherlands

suspects fled and crossed the A50. The third man who was still
at the truck was immediately arrested.
Read more: Studio 040 (The Netherlands)
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Kenya
14 June 2020: Police from Thika Police
Station were deployed to guard a warehouse

North & South
America

that had alcohol and ethanol exhibits. There
were express instructions from DCI and KRA investigators not to
allow anybody to gain access into the premises. Two weeks ago
the alcohol and ethanol were found missing mysteriously without

Brazil

any signs of breakage into the facility.

17 June 2020: Police arrested members of a criminal

Read more: Tuko (Kenya)

group that operated across the country stealing loads
of soy, beans, iron and gel alcohol. They worked on a
freight platform and, during transportation, registered
police reports for theft of the cargo. It is estimated

APAC

that at least a 100 load shifts have been carried out by the
gang in the last 10 months. The estimated loss is about R $ 15
million.
Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

China

17 June 2020: The PRF (Federal Highway
18 June 2020: Severe congestion at the

Police) reported that between January and

Kazakh-Chinese border has led to a halt

May this year, on the federal highways of

of all truck traffic, in order to ensure the

Rio, cargo thefts totaled 195 cases, a drop of 48% compared

continuance of Europe-China rail. The restrictions are in place

to the same period in 2019. Most of the thefts took place from

from 17–24 June. Due to the severe backlog at the Alashankou

Monday to Friday, from 5 am to 10 am. The municipalities of

and Khorgos border points, all kinds of goods transported

Rio de Janeiro and Duque de Caxias had the largest number of

through these points is suspended, with the exception of China-

cases.

Europe Express and China-Central Asian Express.

Read more: Istoe Dinheiro (Brazil)

Read more: RailFreight.com
17 June 2020: A police mega-operation to combat
theft and cargo theft on the Régis Bittencourt
Highway (BR-116) resulted in the arrest of five

India

suspects in Cajati, in the middle of São Paulo
State. According to the authorities, the gang took
13 June 2020: In another development in a liquor

advantage of congestion and roadblocks to carry out the

theft case, the Gujarat Police have taken a liquor

robberies. The authorities say that, in addition to waiting for

smuggling kingpin to their state on transit remand.

moments of congestion on the highway, the criminals also threw

During his police remand, he had revealed that two

stones at the trucks that were driving around the site, to make

men smuggled liquor to other states, while he was responsible

the vehicles stop.

for stealing illicit liquor from distilleries. The investigation also

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

identified the main supplier.
Read more: TribuneIndia.com

17 June 2020: The Civil Police recovered 396 tons
of the 540 tons of limestone and plaster that were

12 June 2020: In another development in a
liquor theft case, the Gujarat PoA sand filled truck

diverted from an alcohol plant in Junqueirópolis.
Three people involved in the theft and purchase of

was stolen in Tamil Nadu. The respective district

products, including the plant’s employees, were arrested. The

ministers are in direct contact with the Inspector of

loss may have reached 40,000 reais.

Police and top officials, in case the truck is found.

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

Read more: Nakkheeran (India)
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16 June 2020: The BRs 116, 101

17 June 2020: Lawmakers marking up the U.S.

and 381 roads accounted for 36% of

House of Representatives’ version of the surface

accidents registered with truck drivers

transportation reauthorization bill have approved an

throughout 2019. Data from the National Confederation of

amendment to more than double the required amount

Industry (CNI) show that these accidents are directly related to

of insurance coverage for truck owners from $750,000

problems such as low investment and lack of security.

to $2 million.

Read more: Istoe Dinheiro (Brazil)

Read more: FreightWaves.com
16 June 2020: A perpetrator has been charged
with attempting to smuggle more than 3,300

Mexico

pounds of marijuana over the Peace Bridge from

18 June 2020: The National Chamber of Cargo
Transport (CANACAR, by its initials in Spanish),
reports that the state of Guanajuato now ranks
second in terms of national cargo theft incidents, with
a particularly high concentration occurring in areas
like Celaya, Apaseo El Grande/Apaseo el Alto, and the border
with the State of Michoacán.
Read more: Milenio (Mexico)
18 June 2020: Authorities in Guanajuato have
dismantled a cargo theft ring known to operate on
the Celaya-Queretaro Highway. The leader of the
criminal group was arrested along with thirteen of his
accomplices, leading authorities to secure nineteen
stolen vehicles, firearms, narcotics, and stolen cargo.
Read more: Milenio (Mexico)

Canada into Buffalo.
Read more: Olean Times Herald (Olean, NY)
16 June 2020: Container volumes in May were
down at most of the nation’s major seaports
as the facilities struggled with the deepening
U.S. recession and the slowdown of Asian
and European economies at the start of the
coronavirus outbreak earlier this year.
Read more: Transport Topics
16 June 2020: This past winter, a group of people
stole a container on January 20 that was full of
596 bars of silver from a transportation company
in Lasalle, Quebec. The suspects allegedly took
possession of the cargo by using “falsified documents.”
Read more: Daily Hive (Canada)

17 June 2020: Authorities await a search

16 June 2020: After bottoming out at

warrant to recover a stolen trailer loaded with

the beginning of May, truckload freight

home appliances in San Pedro Alpuyeca,
Tula. The trailer was reportedly Hijacked
while transiting the El Carmen Beltway and tracked via C5i
surveillance cameras to the criminal warehouse.
Read more: AM (Mexico)

volumes recovered to pre-COVID-19
levels and largely returned to seasonal patterns in the second
half of the month.
Read more: Fleet Owner
15 June 2020: Fracking and horizontal drilling get
top billing for the past decade’s meteoric rise in U.S.

U.S. & Canada

energy output, but do not forget the overseas buyer
in the role of best supporting actor. U.S. production

17 June 2020: The U.S. government issued a

would never have surged as it did without exports — and those

warning about the threat posed by pirates to boats

exports are now in trouble.

and oil installations in the southern Gulf of Mexico,

Read more: FreightWaves.com

in the latest sign of concern about ongoing security
challenges facing Mexico.
Read more: gCaptain.com
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11 June 2020: The Port of Los Angeles has been
battered by its slowest May since the recession of
2009. The port director reports the worst May in
more than a decade, and predicts 15% of import
cargo will not return.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
10 June 2020: Need for emergency capacity
for PPE and other COVID-19 relief products
has eased off considerably, with near-normality
returning to rates, although availability remains
scarce for pure freighters.
Read more: Lloyds Loading List
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